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Replacement or spare rubber caps can be 
purchased on  Product ID: 

RAP-UN-CAP-4U
www.rammount.com

RAM Mounting Systems
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Phone: (206) 763-8361
Fax: (206) 763-9615
www.rammount.com
support@rammount.com 

Adhering Rubber Caps to X-Grip®

To get the best use out of your RAM X-Grip®, it is recommended to adhere 
rubber caps to the steel arms using provided adhesive solution for extra 
security. Cut the tip of the adhesive stick to access, apply a small amount of 
adhesive to the inside of the cap as shown, and immediately reattach to the 
steel arm. Let dry before using.

Optional Tether Instructions
(Recommended for heavy duty or outdoor open cockpit use.)
Insert center of tether over ball behind X-Grip®. While X-Grip® is 
holding device, wrap corners of tether over the front side of device.
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With hundreds of compatible components to choose from, RAM® offers 
the ability to interchange between multiple ball bases, providing the 
ability to mount your smartphone or other handheld device virtually 
anywhere! Visit  to view all accessories & 
solutions. Made in the USA and backed with a Lifetime Warranty.

www.rammount.com

X-Grip™ II - Small Tablets
P/N: RAM-HOL-UN8BU

X-Grip™ III - Large Tablets
P/N: RAM-B-202-UN9U

X-Grip™ IV - Large Phones & Phablets
P/N: RAM-HOL-UN10BU
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RAM® Mount Accessories for the RAM X-Grip®

P/N: RAM-B-224-1U
Twist-Lock suction cup base 

powerful suction for any window 
or windshield

P/N: RAM-B-231ZU
Rail base with zinc U-bolt fits 

any rail between .75” and 1.25”

P/N: RAM-B-108BU
Rail base with strap clamp fits 
any rail between 1” and 2.1”

P/N: RAP-B-400U
RAM® Tough-Claw™

Temporary rugged clamp
0.625” to 1.5” thick

P/N: RAM-B-252U
Bolt head adapter base with 
11MM hole, adapts to any 

motorcycle bolt head

P/N: RAP-B-121BU
Temporary clamp base 

clamps to any post up to 1.5”

Get an X-Grip® 
for your other 

devices!
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